My
Nature
Activity
Book
Get outside and
explore nature
near you!
Name:

https://cumberlandrivercompact.org/

Outdoor Scavenger Hunt
Storm
Drain

Soil

An animal
making
a sound

Trash

A flying
animal

Water

A leaf with
round edges

A leaf with
pointy edges

Informational
Sign

A tree with
rough or
bumpy bark

A cloud that
looks like an
animal

A plant with
seeds

Sidewalk or
Road

Something that Something blown
by the wind
an animal eats

A tree taller
than you

A cool shaped
rock

A plant with
flowers

An animal
adapted to the
presence of
humans

A place an
animal might
live

A place water
flows when it
rains

An animal
with 6 legs

An animal
with 8 legs

An animal that
eats other
animals

Urban Habitat Scavenger Hunt
Go outside and try to find these different habitats in your
neighborhood. Once you have found them, write what could
possibly live in that habitat under the image.

Tree

Crack in the
sidewalk

House

Soil

Puddle

Hole in the
ground

Garden

Grass

Compost

What is a habitat? A habitat is a place where a living thing can find all the things
it needs to survive: food, water, and shelter.
Can you think of another habitat near you? Write it down here:

Adapted from the Urban Ecology Center

Nature Patterns And Shapes
Scavenger Hunt
Something
with stripes

A pattern in the
clouds. Draw it
here!

A pattern on
tree bark

Something star
shaped

Something with
polka dots

Something
triangular

A spiral or coil

How many circular
things can you
find?

Something
symmetrical (if you
fold it over or rotate
it it's the same!)

A pattern is an arrangement of shapes, lines, letters, numbers, or colors that
can be repeated or used again and again.
Draw another pattern you spotted in nature below:

Adapted from the Urban Ecology Center

Beautiful Bugs
Scavenger HUnt
Roly-Poly

A bug with 6
legs

A bug that lives
under a rock

A millipede

A bug with
wings

A bug that
makes a sound

A bug with big
eyes

A slimy bug

What is your favorite bug?
Draw it below!

Adapted from the Urban Ecology Center

A bug that helps
humans

Draw the coolest bug
you found here:

Rock Scavenger Hunt
A rock with
layers

A multi-colored
rock

A rock that is
underwater

A rock with
many spots

A rock with
something
growing on it

A rock bigger
than your head

A sparkly rock

A tiny rock

A rock being
used by humans

Draw the coolest rock you found here:

BONUS: bring home a rock and paint it!

Adapted from the Urban Ecology Center

DECOMPOSERS SCAVENGER HUNT
Decomposers are super cool, but sometimes they can be YUCKY too. Make sure
to ask an adult before touching anything you find.

Snail

Fungus on a
log

Millipede

Mushroom

Earthworm

Slug

Colorful mold

Lichen

Ants

What is a decomposer? Decomposers are living things that help break down the
waste products and dead material of plants and animals.

Leaves Scavenger Hunt
A leaf from a
maple tree

A leaf from an
oak tree

A leaf made of
many smaller
leaves

A leaf bigger
than your head

Needle-like
leaves

A leaf smaller
than your
fingernail

A multi-colored
leaf

A leaf that is soft

A leaf shaped
like a heart

Draw the coolest leaf
you found here:

Did you notice any leaves with holes
in them? What do you think made the
holes?

Sensory Scavenger Hunt
Something
spiky

Something
orange

The sound of
water

Something that
smells sweet

Something
smooth

Something left
behind by an
animal

The sound of a
bird

Something
squishy

Find something green.
What does it smell like?

Adapted from Nature Bridge

Look at something
upside down

Find a tree. Put the tip of your nose
against its bark. What do you see?

